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KEY=BOOK - MELODY COLLIER
HARD KILL
JON REZNICK 2
Angry Robot, Limited An American diplomat goes missing and ex-Special Forces operative Jon Reznick joins a top secret team, led by FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein, to help track him down.
The team believes that there may be a terrorist group, perhaps Islamists, who have kidnapped him, as the diplomat's area of expertise is the Persian Gulf. But Reznick is training his sights on an unlikely
candidate - a leading Washington DC surgeon.

HARD ROAD
Thomas & Mercer Jon Reznick is a "ghost": a black-ops specialist who takes his orders from shadowy handlers, and his salary from the US government. Still mourning the loss of his beloved wife on 9/11,
he's dispatched to carry out a high-level hit. Reznick knows only that it must look like suicide. It's textbook. But the target is not the man Reznick expected. The whole setup is wrong. In an instant the
operation is compromised, and Reznick is on the run with the man he was sent to kill. A man wanted by the FBI, and by a mysterious terrorist organization hell-bent on bringing the United States to its
knees. FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein is determined to track him down, and to intercept whatever it is Reznick was sent to do. When Reznick's young daughter becomes a pawn in the game, he
has to use more than his military training to stay one step ahead of those responsible. Meanwhile, he is the only person who knows the true extent of the threat to national security--and has the stealth
and determination to stop it.

HARD VENGEANCE
Thomas & Mercer When the people he loves most are in danger, Jon Reznick will get revenge...or die trying. When black-ops specialist Jon Reznick receives a voice mail from FBI assistant director Martha
Meyerstein, hoping to explore their relationship outside of the federal government, Jon starts to imagine a new future, one where he can leave his past behind. But an unhinged killer with a grudge has
other plans. He's setting a trap for Reznick, one he knows the operative won't be able to resist. In a picturesque ﬁshing village on the Mediterranean coast, a luxury yacht has gone up in ﬂames. Was it a
terrible accident or something much more sinister? Jon Reznick must travel overseas, to ﬁnd out what's happened to Martha and seek revenge on the psychopath who has put Reznick's entire future in
jeopardy. Jon will need all the help he can get to bring him to justice. Fresh out of Quantico, Reznick's daughter, Lauren, joins him against his wishes, along with hacker Trevelle Williams. But government
operatives from across the globe have descended on this quiet vacation destination and will stop at nothing to prevent the truth from coming out.

HARD WIRED
Thomas & Mercer When an ex-Delta Forces operative dies in a car wreck in Miami, the FBI dismiss it as a tragic accident. But Jon Reznick isn't so sure--especially when he learns that his teetotal former
colleague was apparently drunk at the wheel. Reznick's one-man investigation quickly enters dangerous territory when it becomes clear that this was merely the ﬁrst in a series of mysterious deaths. All of
the victims are ex-Delta Forces, and all were involved in a top-secret Iranian hit under Reznick's command. Retribution will not be complete until Reznick is wiped out too. With Iran's ruthless Quds Force
hunting him down on US soil, assisted by a powerful Mexican drug cartel determined to increase its own foothold in the country, Reznick's survival is a threat to national security. FBI Assistant Director
Martha Meyerstein is not as keen as some government oﬃcials to sacriﬁce him as collateral damage, but the longer Reznick runs, the more audacious his enemies become. Innocent American lives are at
risk, and only Reznick's victory--or surrender--can save them.
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HARD TARGET
Thomas & Mercer A threat inside the government. A whistleblower's life on the line. It's up to Jon Reznick to bring justice. When hacker Trevelle Williams discovers documents that threaten national
security and put his life in jeopardy, there's only one person he can turn to--Jon Reznick. Williams has learned that Rosalind Dyer, a key congressional witness, is about to be killed in order to stop her
testimony. She has stumbled into the middle of a cover-up that goes deep into the United States government. Dyer knows her days are numbered, but that won't stop her from doing what she has to do.
Trevelle Williams has helped Jon out of many a scrape in the past. Now, Jon is the only person he can turn to for help saving Rosalind's life, as well as his own, and protecting national security in the
process. With enemies on all sides, including within the United States government, can Jon and Trevelle get to Rosalind in time? They're her only hope to escape her pursuers and bring these secrets to
light.

HARD WAY
Thomas & Mercer Jon Reznick has never played by the rules, a trait that has brought him into conﬂict with FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein in the past. But now Meyerstein has been taken by a
shadowy gang, and the renegade black-ops specialist may be her only hope for rescue. The FBI are reluctant to let Reznick anywhere near the case, but he’s not in the habit of seeking their
permission—especially once his covert investigation leads him straight to the head of the Russian Mob. And it soon becomes clear that it’s not only Meyerstein who’s in danger: her abduction is just the
start of a campaign to undermine American law and order. With Meyerstein’s whereabouts just out of reach, and the CIA and FBI seemingly operating at cross-purposes, it falls to Reznick to go it alone.
Can he get to Meyerstein before the Mob get to him?

HARD FALL
Thomas & Mercer A friend in danger. A shadowy psych ward. A conspiracy beyond Reznick's worst nightmares. When an old Delta Force buddy comes to Jon Reznick for help, paranoid and fearing for his
life, Reznick feels duty-bound to protect him. As a black-ops specialist, loyalty to his brothers in arms comes before everything--even the law. But Jerry White proves diﬃcult to protect. A runaway from a
top-security psychiatric facility in upstate New York, he's considered a danger to himself and others, and Reznick is powerless to stop shadowy senior hospital managers taking Jerry back by force. When
FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein warns him oﬀ, Reznick ignores her advice, suspecting the Wittenden Institute is not what it seems. Digging deeper into the hospital's background--and that of its
esteemed manager, Dr. Robert Gittinger--Reznick begins to unravel a sinister plot that will bring warzone black ops to American soil. And when his own life comes under threat, he discovers that Jerry is
trapped in a web of high-level conspiracies more terrifying than anything he has ever encountered...

HARD HIT
Thomas & Mercer He's ﬁghting for justice while she ﬁghts for her life. With his daughter lying in the hospital, struck down in a reckless hit-and-run, the only thing Jon Reznick can do is wait--and plot his
revenge. Not satisﬁed with the slow-moving police investigation, he starts his own manhunt. He discovers that the car belongs to a high-ranking diplomat whose interests are closely tied to those of the
United States government, and this man may not be what he appears. The FBI wants Reznick to back down, but the more information Jon digs up, the more questions he ﬁnds. Was it a simple accident, or
is there more to it? How many young women's lives has this man ruined? Lauren's life hangs in the balance, and Jon must get answers, no matter the cost--to him or the government. With the help of a
dedicated NYPD detective who has suspicions of her own, as well as FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein, Jon Reznick will have to ﬁght for his daughter while she ﬁghts for her life.

GONE BAD
A JON REZNICK SHORT STORY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When a top militia leader escapes from a top security American jail, the FBI calls in ex-Delta operator Jon Reznick to help track him down. The escapee
is none other than a psychopathic ex-Delta colleague of Reznick, Hunter Cain, who is now a feared militia leader. It isn't long before they believe that Cain is planning a terrorist spectacular. But the
problem is they don't know what target he has in mind. As the clock ticks down, the team shows increasing strains as they struggle to ﬁnd Cain, it becomes clear that the secret plot would threaten not
only scores of American lives, but also a former US President.
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NO WAY BACK
Thomas & Mercer From the author of the bestselling Jon Reznick Thriller series comes an exhilarating new adventure. When the people he loves most are in danger, Jack McNeal will get revenge...or die
trying. NYPD detective Jack McNeal is used to asking the tough questions. But a late-night visit from the Secret Service lands Jack on the other side of the table--as a suspect in the disappearance of his
estranged wife, Caroline, a prominent reporter on the White House beat. When her body is found ﬂoating in the Potomac, Jack is overcome by disbelief and despair. Her death seems eerily similar to the
suspicious fatality of a young socialite years before. Is the similarity of the two tragic incidents simply a coincidence, or could it be a sign of a murderous orchestrated plot to protect those in the highest
echelons of the American government? To avenge Caroline's death, Jack embarks on a journey into the darkest recesses of power. Suspects abound--from haunted special forces soldiers to ex-CIA to the
president's own body man. Along the way, Jack will be forced to decide: Is there a line he won't cross to expose the killer?

RECKONING
Thomas & Mercer A sister kidnapped. A journalist in danger. A killer out for revenge. After taking out a covert facility run by the Commission, a deep-state syndicate, Nathan Stone has made powerful
enemies. He's a black-ops asset--and he's gone rogue. But the organization wants payback. Kidnapping Stone's sister from a Florida psychiatric hospital, the Commission have their asset exactly where
they want him. They instruct him to neutralize journalist Mark Mahoney, to whom Stone had previously leaked documents about the Commission and their deadly conspiracy. Now, Nathan Stone has a
choice: neutralize Mahoney and kill the story for good, or lose the only family he has left. Stone knows that these men will stop at nothing to get what they want. Killing Mahoney is just the beginning. And
when Stone learns the identity of their ﬁnal target, he knows he has to stop the Commission once and for all--no matter the cost.

HARD WIRED
A JON REZNICK THRILLER
CreateSpace A compelling, new, high-tension thriller for fans of Lee Child, Vince Flynn, Andrew Petersen and James Patterson. When a former Special Forces operative Charles Burns dies in a car wreck in
Miami, police and the FBI believe it is just a tragic accident. But when Reznick learns that his teetotal friend was apparently drunk at the wheel, he begins a one-man investigation into the incident. It isn't
long for a succession of ex-Special Forces operatives die in mysterious circumstances. As he himself becomes a target, it becomes clear that the death of Burns is part of a much bigger plot by a foreign
government, one that threatens to wipe out not only Reznick, but also hundreds of innocent American lives.

ROBERT FINLAY COLLECTION
Orenda Books All three instalments of the action-packed, emotive Robert Finlay series of thrillers Tense, grippingly authentic thrillers featuring Police Inspector Robert Finlay, who must overcome his
traumatic past to mete justice and stay alive ... by the number-one bestselling author and ex-police oﬃcer Matt Johnson BOOK ONE – Wicked Game LONGLISTED for the CWA John Creasey (New Blood)
Dagger award 2001. Age is catching up with Robert Finlay, a police oﬃcer on the Royalty Protection team based in London. He’s looking forward to returning to uniform policing and a less stressful life with
his new family. But fate has other plans. Finlay’s deeply traumatic, carefully concealed past is about to return to haunt him. A policeman is killed by a bomb blast, and a second is gunned down in his own
driveway. Both of the murdered men were former Army colleagues from Finlay’s own SAS regiment, and in a series of explosive events, it becomes clear that he is not the ordinary man that his colleagues,
friends and new family think he is. And so begins a game of cat and mouse – a wicked game – in which Finlay is the target, forced to test his long-buried skills in a ﬁght against a determined and
unidentiﬁed enemy. Wicked Game is a taut, action-packed, emotive thriller about a man who is willing to do anything to protect the people he loves. But is it too late? BOOK TWO – Deadly Game Reeling
from the attempts on his life and that of his family, Police Inspector Robert Finlay returns to work to discover that any hope of a peaceful existence has been dashed. Assigned to investigate the Eastern
European sex-slave industry just as a key witness is murdered. Finlay, along with his new partner Nina Brasov, ﬁnds himself facing a ruthless criminal gang, determined to keep control of the traﬃc of
people into the UK. On the home front, Finlay’s eﬀorts to protect his wife and child may have been in vain, as an MI5 protection oﬃcer uncovers a covert secret service operation that threatens them all...
Aided by new allies, he must not only protect his family but save a colleague from an unseen enemy ... and a shocking fate Deadly Game is a stunning, terrifying and eye-opening thriller from one of the
most exciting new names in crime ﬁction. BOOK THREE – End Game Robert Finlay seems to have ﬁnally left his SAS past behind him and is settled into his new career as a detective. But when the author
of a book about secret operations goes missing, along with his agent and an explosive new manuscript, it’s clear that Finlay’s troubles are far from over. With his friend and former colleague, Kevin Jones,
in trouble, and police complaints branch gunning for them both, Robert teams up with MI5 agent Toni Fellowes to ﬁnd out who’s behind the growing conspiracy. Their quest soon reveals a plot that goes to
the very heart of the UK’s security services. End Game, the ﬁnal part in the critically acclaimed Robert Finlay trilogy, sees our hero in an intricate and terrifyingly fast-paced race to uncover the truth and
escape those who’d sooner have him dead than be exposed. ‘Utterly compelling and dripping with authenticity. This summer’s must-read thriller’ J S Law ‘Nothing is clear-cut in a gripping labyrinthine plot,
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which – despite thrills and spills aplenty – never falls short of believable’ David Young ‘Terse, tense and vivid writing. Matt Johnson is a brilliant new name in the world of thrillers’ Peter James ‘From the ﬁrst
page to the last, an authentic, magnetic and completely absorbing read’ Sir Ranulph Fiennes ‘Johnson, a former solider and Metropolitan Police oﬃcer, is at his best in detailing bureaucratic maneuvering’
Publishers Weekly

THE 13TH HOUR
A THRILLER
Simon and Schuster A mesmerizing thriller -- told in reverse! The 13th Hour is the story of a man given the chance to go back in time in one-hour increments to prevent a vicious crime from destroying
his life. Nick Quinn is being held in jail, accused of the murder of his beloved wife, Julia. He knows she's dead; he saw her bloody corpse, shot in the head at point-blank range. The police tell him they found
the murder weapon with his ﬁngerprints on it in the trunk of his car. Nick is confused, grief-stricken -- and completely innocent. At 9 p.m. on July 28, a gray-haired gentleman visits Nick in the police
interrogation room and asks him a simple question: "If you could get out of here, if you could save her, would you?" He hands Nick a golden talisman that allows Nick to go back in time, one hour at a time,
for a total of twelve hours. With each hour that Nick travels back, he ﬁnds more clues to the identity of Julia's real killer, but he also discovers that his actions in the past may have unexpected
repercussions in the future. In his race against time to save the woman he loves most in the world, Nick will ﬁnd that friends become enemies, old loyalties are tested, and Julia's murder is part of a larger
scheme that has its roots in greed and vengeance. Nick has the ability to save Julia, the chance to put his own world in balance, but he is venturing down a precarious route. If he hasn't set things right by
the thirteenth hour, his desperate attempts to save Julia's life may lead to a far greater catastrophe than he could have ever imagined. A surprising and utterly original thriller, The 13th Hour is pure pageturning suspense -- full of double crosses, cliﬀhangers, and shocking revelations.

CONSPIRACY (THE PLOT TO KILL HITLER #1)
Scholastic Inc. Based on the real-life scheme to take down one of history's greatest monsters, this heart-pounding trilogy puts two courageous kids at the center of the plot to kill Adolf Hitler. Berlin,
November 1943. With bombing raids commencing, the city is blanketed by explosions. Siblings Gerta and Max Hoﬀmann live a surprisingly carefree childhood amid the raids. Berlin is a city going about its
business, even as it's attacked almost nightly. But one night, the air raid sirens wail, and the Hoﬀmanns' neighborhood is hit. A mortally wounded man comes to their door, begging to be let in. He asks for
Karl Hoﬀmann, their father. Gerta and Max watch as Karl tries in vain to save the man's life. Before he dies, the stranger gives their father a bloodstained packet of documents, along with a message: "For
the sake of humanity, the Führer must die. Finish it, Karl!" Based on real events, this is the story of two children swept up in a ﬁght for the soul of Germany -- and the world.

THE WOODCUTTER
GOING INTERSTELLAR
Baen Publishing Enterprises Essays by space scientists and engineers on the coolest ways and means to get humanity to the stars along with stories by an all-star assortment of talespinners abounding
with Hugo and Nebula award winners: Ben Bova, Mike Resnick, Jack McDevitt, Michael Bishop, Sarah A. Hoyt and more. Some humans may be content staying in one place, but many of us are curious
about whats beyond the next village, the next ocean, the next horizon. Are there others like us out there? How will we reach them? Wonderful questions. Now get ready for some highly informative and
entertaining answers. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

RIPPLE EFFECT
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Ripple Eﬀect is USA Today Bestselling Author L.T. Ryan's ﬁrst novel in the Noble series told from Riley "Bear" Logan's point of view! One shot. One Kill.
A simple plan. A simple operation. But it doesn't take much to throw oﬀ the assassination of an corrupt U.S. Senator in a foreign country. Can Riley "Bear" Logan and Jack Noble ﬁght through the waves
before a traitor gets to them ﬁrst?"--Back cover.

MESSAGE FROM HELL
FIRST TO KILL
Leisure Books When a deep-cover FBI agent disappears along with a ton of Semtex explosive, the government turns to Nathan McBride, former Marine sniper and covert CIA operative, to recover them.
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MURDER IN MIND
AN ANTHOLOGY OF MYSTERY STORIES
COLD PARADISE
Penguin Stone Barrington gets reacquainted with a long-buried case and an ex-lover in this electrifying thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Luxuriating in Palm Beach's winter warmth,
Stone is stunned to recognize someone he thought was dead. Former client Allison Manning is alive and well—and suddenly very rich. Now she needs Stone's help in squaring a charge of insurance fraud
that's been hanging over her head for years—and in getting rid of a recently acquired stalker. Suspects abound, including an elusive writer, an enigmatic businessman, and Allison's devious former
husband. Only Stone can thwart the sly and greedy plan to steal the millions of dollars at stake—and the crafty killer behind it...

HARD KILL
Thomas & Mercer A senior American security adviser is missing, presumed kidnapped for his top-level military intelligence. FBI Assistant Director Martha Meyerstein needs to track him down before
classiﬁed information gets into the wrong hands. She needs Jon Reznick on board. The former black-ops assassin is supposed to be on vacation with his daughter, but when Meyerstein calls, it doesn't pay
to keep her waiting. Her elite team is convinced that the missing diplomat's expertise in the Persian Gulf points to an Iranian terrorist cell, but Reznick isn't so sure. His gut instinct tells him they're all
wrong. Never one to play by the rules, he ﬁnds himself working alone, following a lead that everyone else has dismissed. But to Reznick, the suspect seems a little too clean... When the team comes under
attack, the kidnapping is exposed as part of a much wider conspiracy, one far more dangerous than Meyerstein feared. Nothing and nobody is safe--and only Jon Reznick stands between national security
and a campaign of unprecedented terror.

LEAVING EVERYTHING MOST LOVED
A MAISIE DOBBS NOVEL
Harper Collins In Leaving Everything Most Loved by New York Times bestselling author Jacqueline Winspear, Maisie Dobbs investigates the murder of Indian immigrants in London. The year is 1933.
Maisie Dobbs is contacted by an Indian gentleman who has come to England in the hopes of ﬁnding out who killed his sister two months ago. Scotland Yard failed to make any arrest in the case, and there
is reason to believe they failed to conduct a thorough investigation. The case becomes even more challenging when another Indian woman is murdered just hours before a scheduled interview. Meanwhile,
unﬁnished business from a previous case becomes a distraction, as does a new development in Maisie's personal life. Bringing a crucial chapter in the life and times of Maisie Dobbs to a close, Leaving
Everything Most Loved marks a pivotal moment in this outstanding mystery series.

AN EYE FOR AN EYE
Thomas & Mercer A killer running rings around the police. A detective spiralling out of control. DI Kate Young is on leave. She's the force's best detective, but her bosses know she's under pressure, on
medication and overcoming trauma. So after her bad judgement call leads to a narrowly averted public disaster, they're sure all she needs is a rest. But when Staﬀordshire Police summon her back to work
on a murder case, it's a harder, more suspicious Kate Young who returns. With a new ruthlessness, she sets about tracking down a clinical, calculating serial killer who is torturing victims and leaving clues
to taunt the police. Spurred on by her reporter husband, Young begins to suspect that the murderer might be closer than she ever imagined. As she works to uncover the truth, Young unravels a network of
secrets and lies, with even those closest to her having something to hide. But with her own competence--and her grip on reality--called into question, can she unmask the killer before they strike again?

SEEK AND DESTROY
Thomas & Mercer She got away once. They can't let it happen again. Eva Driscoll is on the run. She has a new identity, and the best part of $30m liberated from the CIA. Henry Langton is dead but his
sinister allies are circling, and not even a presidential pardon can help Eva against an organization that operates above the White House. With agents around the globe and no tactic oﬀ limits, Langton's
men are calling the shots. When they track down ex-CIA computer expert Farooq Naser and threaten Andrew Harvey and Tom Gray, Eva knows they will come for her next. She needs to run--and fast--but
what chance does one woman have against the most powerful group in the United States, with just a few ex-spooks and a couple of mercenaries on her side? But her pursuers should know that, even
backed into a corner, Eva Driscoll is not the kind of prey to give up without a ﬁght. But will it mean hurting those she cares for the most?
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BAD DEEDS
A DYLAN HUNTER THRILLER
CreateSpace THE VIGILANTE IS BACK . . . ...in this long-awaited sequel to HUNTER -- the #1 Kindle bestseller in "Mysteries & Thrillers" and "Romantic Suspense" He sought peace in the tranquility of
nature. But can he tame the violence in his own nature? At a cabin in the Allegheny National Forest, Dylan Hunter and Annie Woods seek to heal the wounds from their ordeal at the hands of a twisted
psychopath. And to build a life together, Dylan promises Annie that he'll abandon his violent ways. But ideological zealots and Washington's political elites have conspired to terrorize and plunder the hardworking locals. These victims have no protector against the bad deeds of the powerful and privileged... ...except for one man. A man as ruthless and violent as they. A man committed to absolute justice.
Because Dylan Hunter cannot walk away --not even if it costs him the woman he loves... Praise for Robert Bidinotto'sprevious bestselling thriller... HUNTER "One of the best vigilante thrillers since Clancy's
Without Remorse... HUNTER delivers in a way few thrillers do. From the opening kill shot to the climactic showdown, HUNTER strikes home with the power and pinpoint accuracy of a Barrett M99... A
fantastic debut thriller... A solid ﬁve stars." --Stephen England, author, Pandora's Grave and Day of Reckoning "A terriﬁcally paced suspense novel with a killer premise... If you're a fan of Lee Child's Jack
Reacher series, I suspect you'll like HUNTER." --Randy Ingermanson, "America's Mad Professor of Fiction Writing" and author, Writing Fiction for Dummies "Please order a copy of Robert's new thriller
HUNTER if you want something that will keep you up at night turning pages." --Neil Russell, author, City of War, Wildcase, and Beverly Hills Is Burning "A joy... one of the great romances... To say that
HUNTER is a well-structured novel is an understatement... Even the lesser characters are vividly realized [and] memorably etched with a few deft strokes. Bidinotto seems incapable of creating a cardboard
ﬁgure... I demand a sequel. I want to return to the exhilarating moral atmosphere of Bidinotto's story." --Roger Donway, reviewer, "The Atlasphere" "...pulse-pounding action, kick-ass characters, and a
touch of romance... Bidinotto's technique is near ﬂawless... [O]n the same level as authors Tom Clancy, John Grisham, and James Patterson." --Allizabeth Collins, reviewer, "The Paperback Pursuer" "I read
the whole thing yesterday, to the exclusion of pretty much anything else... I LOVED the book." --Rose Robbins, author, In From the Cold, Continue As Jenyfer?, and Deep Blue Ocean "...all the elements of
an exciting thriller--strong conﬂicts, romance, action, and characters you care about. I especially loved the concluding paragraph, and you will too. Buy it." --Larry Abrams, author, The Philosophical
Practitioner

IN THE BLOOD
A THRILLER
Simon and Schuster “Take my word for it, James Reece is one rowdy motherf***er. Get ready!” —Chris Pratt, star of The Terminal List, coming to Amazon Prime The #1 New York Times bestselling
Terminal List series continues as James Reece embarks on a global journey of vengeance. A woman boards a plane in the African country of Burkina Faso having just completed a targeted assassination for
the state of Israel. Two minutes later, her plane is blown out of the sky. Over 6,000 miles away, former Navy SEAL James Reece watches the names and pictures of the victims on cable news. One face
triggers a distant memory of a Mossad operative attached to the CIA years earlier in Iraq—a woman with ties to the intelligence services of two nations…a woman Reece thought he would never see again.
Reece enlists friends new and old across the globe to track down her killer, unaware that he may be walking into a deadly trap.

SCREAM FOR ME (THE PHILADELPHIA/ATLANTA SERIES BOOK 2)
Hachette UK Held captive by a killer, will a young girl escape his clutches? SCREAM FOR ME is a terrifying thriller from bestselling Karen Rose, and part of the Philadelphia/Atlantic series, featuring Daniel
Vartanian. 'Unforgettable' James Patterson. Special Agent Daniel Vartanian has made a horriﬁc discovery - photographs, taken years ago by his brother Simon, show a gang of teenagers raping young girls.
Disgusted, Vartanian vows to bring them all to justice. Alex Fallon's family fell apart when her sister was murdered thirteen years ago. And history now seems to be repeating itself with her stepsister
Bailey's disappearance. When Vartanian meets Alex, and realises that her dead sister was in the photos, he starts to believe that the rapists may be behind Bailey's disappearance. Bailey Crighton is being
held captive by a monster. Alone and unable to escape, all she can do is scream for help. Vartanian and Alex must now confront their pasts head-on if they are to ﬁnd Bailey - before it's too late...

THE UNDYING
PAIN, VULNERABILITY, MORTALITY, MEDICINE, ART, TIME, DREAMS, DATA, EXHAUSTION, CANCER, AND CARE
Farrar, Straus and Giroux WINNER OF THE 2020 PULITZER PRIZE IN GENERAL NONFICTION "The Undying is a startling, urgent intervention in our discourses about sickness and health, art and science,
language and literature, and mortality and death. In dissecting what she terms 'the ideological regime of cancer,' Anne Boyer has produced a profound and unforgettable document on the experience of
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life itself." —Sally Rooney, author of Normal People "Anne Boyer’s radically unsentimental account of cancer and the 'carcinogenosphere' obliterates cliche. By demonstrating how her utterly speciﬁc
experience is also irreducibly social, she opens up new spaces for thinking and feeling together. The Undying is an outraged, beautiful, and brilliant work of embodied critique." —Ben Lerner, author of The
Topeka School A week after her forty-ﬁrst birthday, the acclaimed poet Anne Boyer was diagnosed with highly aggressive triple-negative breast cancer. For a single mother living paycheck to paycheck
who had always been the caregiver rather than the one needing care, the catastrophic illness was both a crisis and an initiation into new ideas about mortality and the gendered politics of illness. A
twenty-ﬁrst-century Illness as Metaphor, as well as a harrowing memoir of survival, The Undying explores the experience of illness as mediated by digital screens, weaving in ancient Roman dream diarists,
cancer hoaxers and fetishists, cancer vloggers, corporate lies, John Donne, pro-pain ”dolorists,” the ecological costs of chemotherapy, and the many little murders of capitalism. It excoriates the
pharmaceutical industry and the bland hypocrisies of ”pink ribbon culture” while also diving into the long literary line of women writing about their own illnesses and ongoing deaths: Audre Lorde, Kathy
Acker, Susan Sontag, and others. A genre-bending memoir in the tradition of The Argonauts, The Undying will break your heart, make you angry enough to spit, and show you contemporary America as a
thing both desperately ill and occasionally, perversely glorious. Includes black-and-white illustrations

RED WAR
Simon and Schuster This instant #1 New York Times bestseller and “modern techno-thriller” (New York Journal of Books) follows covert operative Mitch Rapp in a terrifying race to stop Russia’s gravely ill
leader from starting a full-scale war with NATO. When Russian president Maxim Krupin discovers that he has inoperable brain cancer, he’s determined to cling to power. His ﬁrst task is to kill or imprison
any countrymen threatening him. But when his illness becomes increasingly serious, he decides on a dramatic diversion—war with the West. Upon learning of Krupin’s condition, CIA director Irene Kennedy
understands that the US is facing an opponent who has nothing to lose. The only way to avoid a confrontation that could leave millions dead is to send Mitch Rapp to Russia under impossibly dangerous
orders. With the Kremlin’s entire security apparatus hunting him, he must ﬁnd and kill a man many have deemed the most powerful in the world. The fate of the free world hangs in the balance in this
“timely, explosive novel that shows yet again why Mitch Rapp is the best hero the thriller genre has to oﬀer” (The Real Book Spy).

NO WAY BACK
Penguin UK A treat for fans of DI Helen Grace: an ebook short story from Top Ten Sunday Times bestselling author M. J. Arlidge. Jodie's arriving at her third children's home. She's only ﬁfteen. Maybe this
time will be diﬀerent. She'll be safe. Looked after. But the truth is Jodie has no one left to protect her. She must defend herself. She must change. PRAISE FOR M.J. ARLIDGE: 'Helen Grace is one of the
greatest heroes to come along in years' JEFFERY DEAVER 'The new Jo Nesbo' JUDY FINNIGAN 'Fast paced and nailbitingly tense ... gripping' SUN 'DI Helen Grace is a genuinely fresh heroine ... MJ Arlidge
weaves together a tapestry that chills to the bone' Daily Mail 'Chilling stuﬀ' Fabulist 'A chilling read' My Weekly 'A grisly, gripping thriller' Sunday Mirror 'Gruesomely realistic, intriguing and relentless.
Arlidge's ﬂedgling army of fans is about to grow' Sunday Sport 'Eeny Meeny debuts one of the best new series detectives, Helen Grace. Determined, tough and damaged, she must unravel a terrifying
riddle of a killer kidnapping victims in pairs. Mesmerizing!' Lisa Gardner 'Expertly pulled oﬀ. It has a devious premise. DI Helen Grace is ﬁendishly awesome. It's scary as all hell. And it has a full cast of
realistically drawn, interesting characters that make the thing read like a bullet' Will Lavender 'A fast-paced, twisting police procedural and thriller that's sure to become another bestseller' Huﬃngton Post

PURSUIT OF JUSTICE
A NICK LAWRENCE NOVEL
For a young victim of human traﬃcking, FBI Agent Nick Lawrence is the only hope. "A gripping and action-ﬁlled storyline make this sequel a standout page-turner." --Booklife Prize Critic's Report Nick
Lawrence rejoins his old unit, the FBI's Violent Crimes Against Children task force. The career move puts him in Austin, Texas--and onto the case of a young girl on the run. She's been thrust into a foreign
land against her will. Armed only with a set of skills bestowed by her father, she embarks on a perilous journey to keep a promise--as she is hunted by a ruthless human traﬃcking ring. Nick teams up with
local law enforcement, intent on saving the girl and dismantling the criminal organization trying to reach her ﬁrst. But as a greater conspiracy unfolds, Nick ﬁnds himself in a deadly game of cat and
mouse. The opposition is more powerful than he could have imagined--and they're intent on silencing him, and the girl, forever. With his second installment in the Nick Lawrence Series, Shea delivers a
fast-paced, thrill-ﬁlled sequel to its well-received predecessor, KILL LIST. ________________________________ What people are saying about Brian Shea and PURSUIT OF JUSTICE: ★★★★★ "...an engrossing and
entertaining read " ★★★★★ "I found myself identifying with every character's personality in this book." ★★★★★ "Fast paced thriller relevant to human traﬃcking going on today on a global scale."
★★★★★ "If you have any doubt that former military make great law enforcement heroes, then Nick Lawrence will convince you. If you doubt that they can also make great writers... Shea will do the same.
I'm convinced and plan to follow both of them." ________________________________ BRIAN SHEA has served as both a military oﬃcer and law enforcement Detective. His authentic crime ﬁction novels have
been enjoyed by countless readers around the world. His books are recommended for readers who enjoy Michael Connolly's Harry Bosch, David Baldacci's John Puller, or James Patterson's Alex Cross.
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KILL A SPY (THE HOUSE OF KILLERS, BOOK 3)
HarperCollins UK ‘One of the deadliest female assassins I’ve ever encountered in ﬁction’ Brendan DuBois, New York Times-bestselling author of The End with James Patterson Killing Eve meets Jason
Bourne in the third thrilling addition to your new favourite spy series...

HARD SHOT
Thomas & Mercer Jon Reznick will protect New York City or die trying. When a group of homegrown attackers takes aim at cops outside a Fourth of July baseball game, black-ops specialist Jon Reznick
and his daughter, Lauren, are caught in the cross ﬁre. Jon hunts down two of the gunmen. But the last member of the group is at large and about to launch a fresh killing spree across the city. Cops are
under ﬁre, and Jon must stop this madman before more people are killed. But Jon's renegade tactics and vigilante justice are starting to ruﬄe some feathers, and his friends in high places might not be
able to help him anymore. With leaks inside the FBI and resistance from the NYPD, Reznick doesn't know whom to trust. He knows one thing: he won't watch the city he loves be torn apart, especially not
with his daughter in the crosshairs. But can he get to her in time?

THE PERFECT KILL
Three days before christmas in 1988,a bomb blew Pan Am 103 out of the sky over the small Scottish town of Lockerbie,killing all passengers and crew. The wife and four year old daughter of Creasy were
amongst the passengers. Seeking his personal vengeance,Creasy ﬁnds the backup of power-a US Senator, whose wife also died on Pan Am 103: and of youth-an eighteen year old orphan called Michael.
Ruthlessly and relentlessly,Creasy trains Michael into becoming a man in his own image.Trains him...for the perfect kill.

AT ALL COSTS
Pinnacle Books When undercover fugitives are found in the suburbs, they must race against time—and the FBI—to clear their names in this “superior page turner” (David Baldacci). The Brightons are just
an ordinary, small-town, law-abiding family—until somebody else's mistake uncovers the truth. Jake and Carolyn Brighton are the FBI's two most wanted fugitives. Jake and Carolyn have lived a lie for
fourteen years to protect themselves. But now they have to protect their thirteen-year-old son. Their only chance is to return to the hellish scene of an unprecedented crime and collect the evidence that
may ﬁnally set them free. But can they elude a massive manhunt long enough to get there? “Gilstrap has ingeniously twisted his simple premise six ways from Sunday. Does for families what Nathan’s Run
did for preteens—puts them through endless rounds of entertainingly action-packed pursuit.” —Kirkus

SKYSTORM
Thomas & Mercer A Wall Street Journal bestselling series. Unmasking a treasonous American conspiracy is a dangerous move in a heart-pounding thriller about greed, power, revenge, and murder. After
covert investigators Ryan Decker and Harlow Mackenzie demolished APEX, a billion-dollar criminal enterprise, a tenuous truce between the two factions suggested the battle was over. But not for Decker's
director, Senator Margaret Steele. She's uncovered an even deadlier operation--code name Skystorm. Skystorm violates every international arms-traﬃcking law imaginable. And for the senator, exposing
the plot may be a gamble too far. APEX has caught wind of the investigation, and they've gone on the oﬀensive. Steele's warning to Decker and Harlow: we're all in a no-holds-barred ﬁght for our lives.
With APEX's scorched-earth tactics now unmistakable, Decker and Harlow pull the trigger on their worst-case-scenario plan and move to turn the tables on their ruthless adversary. With a shadowy
mercenary team, Decker and Harlow embark for a war--one that Skystorm's inﬂuential DC backers have no intention of losing. To safeguard their treasonous secret, they aim to bury it, along with Decker
and everyone he loves.

TRAINED TO HUNT
Thomas & Mercer

THE EINSTAAT BRIEF
Right House One thing Harry Bauer knew for certain: He was not a man who could ever fall in love and make a home. Until it happened. And then he knew something else. He had to give up his job as an
assassin for Cobra. He could not lie to that woman, he could not bring danger into her life. But then a hit squad came after him, and Cobra made him an oﬀer he could not refuse. One last job, the Einstaat
Brief, and they would keep her safe. One last job: A job that would take him to Andorra, high in the Pyrenees, to a secret conference of 130 of the world's most powerful men and women, cloistered in a
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luxury hotel to discuss the future of the world. Among them, Stephen Plant, Andrew Ashkenazi and William Hughes; IT billionaires, believers in 'strong Ai'. Each one of them must die. Because their plans
for humanity cannot be allowed to succeed. There was just one problem. It had to be done then, right then, with no planning and no intel. And only Harry Bauer could do that...
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